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Earth in the Sun’s light, field, and particle streams
susceptible to solar-driven space weather

svs.gsfc.nasa.gov
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Increasing awareness of, and interest
in, space weather
NOAA/SWPC subscriptions48
Web pages / year (x1,000)
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Sample space weather forecasts (sorted by rank in Google search for “space weather forecast” among 31,000+):
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/forecast.html
http://www.tesis.lebedev.ru/en/forecast_activity.html
http://www.spaceweather.gc.ca/forecast-prevision/sf-eng.php
http://www.ips.gov.au/Space_Weather/1/1
http://swc.nict.go.jp/forecast/index_e.php
http://www.esa-spaceweather.net/
http://swe.ssa.esa.int
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Examples of space
weather phenomena:

What the Sun
sends our way

Geomagnetic storms:
couple into power grids, cause
ionospheric disturbances
affecting
satellite-based navigation.
Aurorae

Radiation storms:
hazard to astronaut health and
satellite function; affects highlatitude radio comm.; position
errors on navigation.

Radio blackouts.
Satellite drag affecting orbits
and re-entry.
COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
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Sun-Earth connections: a complex system of
coupled processes and phenomena
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Geomagnetic variability
grid disturbances

and

Electric field (arrows) and GIC connecting ground and grid (circles; blue and red for
opposite directions), computed from dB/dt and a model grid configuration, for the
2003/10/30 Halloween storm a few minutes before the failure in power delivery in
Southern Sweden (Malmö).
Courtesy Ari
Viljanen.
COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
team
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COSPAR/ILWS Charge
•

The RoadMap

•
•
•

•
•

focuses on high-priority challenges in key areas of research
leading to a better understanding of the space environment and a
demonstrable improvement in the provision of timely, reliable information
pertinent to effects on civilian space- and ground-based systems, for all
stakeholders around the world.

The RoadMap prioritizes those advances that can be made on short,
intermediate and decadal time scales, identifying gaps and opportunities from a
predominantly, but not exclusively, geocentric perspective.
“Space weather refers to the variable state of the coupled space environment
related to changing conditions on the Sun and in the terrestrial atmosphere.”
e-Home: https://cosparhq.cnes.fr/scientific-structure/cospar-scientific-roadmaps
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Fundamental questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What will leave the Sun?
How will things evolve en-route to geospace?
What will it cause to happen in geospace?
How will that affect technology?
How can that affect society?
How can society respond to the threat?
How does any of these steps depend on what came
before? [Hysteresis, pre-conditioning, ... “event studies”

should become “interval studies of the system”]
COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
team
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Highest-priority
recommendations in brief
In a collaborative international effort:

Research: observational, computational, and theoretical needs
1.
2.
3.
4.

“Augment the system→
observatory”
“Initial focus: Know what B is coming”
“Initial focus: Establish the GMD-GIC response”
“Quantify what to expect”

Teaming: coordinated collaborative research environment
I.
II.
III.
IV.

“Uncover susceptibility”
“Focus resources”
“Ease access to data”
“Grow coverage affordably”

Bridging communities: collaboration between agencies and communities

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

“Trust partners”
“Learn about SWx and its impacts”
“Evolve priorities and coordinate”
“Make use of advancing knowledge”
“Avoid duplication and mistakes”

COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
team
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Recommendations by pathway
on observational, computational, and theoretical needs
Pathway I: ... for impacts of GMD/GIC on electrical systems
to obtain >1d forecasts of incoming CME field, and anticipated geomagnetic
response,
and ionospheric disturbances.

Pathway II: ... for the particle environment of (aero)space assets
to improve environmental specification and near-real-time conditions

Pathway III: ... to enable pre-event forecasts of flares and SEPs
to enable short-term forecasts, including all-clear
conditions, for particles and ionospheric conditions

N.B. Pathways reflect a merged weighting based on
assessed societal impact, scientific need, estimated
feasibility, likelihood of near-term success, and
sequencing in a logical order of progression.
COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
team
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Focus on solar, heliospheric, or geospace
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Recommendations by pathway
on observational, computational, and theoretical needs

Pathway I
Pathway II
Pathway III

Propagation of solar eruption through heliosphere
Prediction of magnetospheric-ionospheric response
Radiation-belt energization and losses
Energization and propagation of solar energetic particles
Prediction of solar eruptions for spectral irradiance and for solar energetic
particles
Prediction of geospace responses to these solar inputs

Time

N.B. Pathways reflect a merged weighting based on
assessed societal impact, scientific need, estimated
feasibility, likelihood of near-term success, and
sequencing in a logical order of progression.
COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
team
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Differential needs and feasibilities

Character of requirements

Recommendation for next steps towards meeting user needs,
grouped to enable advances on phased paths.
Navigation/Comm.

Geomagnetic variability

Ionospheric variability

electronic systems

reliability of navigation
and communication

Pathway 1

Pathway 1

Pathway II

Most significant
use: protection of electrical &
Needed product:

Knowledge of
environment for
system design

(Aero)
Space assets

Electrical systems

Particle environment
anomaly resolution, and
design specification

Near-real time info
and short-term
forecasts

Pathway 1

Pathway 1I

Pathways
II & III

1-2 day forecasts

Pathway 1

Pathway 1I

Pathway III

COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
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Pathway I: observational, computational, and theoretical
needs to forecast GIC effects more than 12hrs ahead
Deployment of new/additional instrumentation:
Binocular vision
I-1: Quantify activefor the solar
region magnetic structure
corona

for nascent coronal
ejections

I-2: Solar windmagnetosphereionosphere coupling
inducing strong GICs

Active-region
cube imaging

I-3: Global corona to drive
models for the solar-wind
plasma and field

Global solar field
models &
observations

COSPAR/ILWS
Space Weather Science Roadmap
www.nasa.gov
team

Magnetotail-toionosphere
probes

Coordinated
ground-based
networks.

I-4: Quantification
of the state of the
magnetosphere- Auroral imaging
ionosphere system
13
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Pathway II: observational, computational, and theoretical needs
for the radiation-belt environment
Deployment of new/additional instrumentation:

II: Data-driven dynamic
radiation-belt modeling

Binocular vision
I-1: Quantify activefor the solar
region magnetic structure
corona

Radiation
belt models

for nascent coronal
ejections

I-2: Solar windmagnetosphereionosphere coupling
inducing strong GICs

Active-region
cube imaging

I-3: Global corona to drive
models for the solar-wind
plasma and field

Global solar field
models &
observations
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Magnetotail-toionosphere
probes

Coordinated
ground-based
networks.

I-4: Quantification
of the state of the
magnetosphere- Auroral imaging
ionosphere system
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Pathway III: observational, computational, and theoretical
needs to enable pre-event forecasts of flares and SEPs
Deployment of new/additional instrumentation:

II: Data-driven dynamic
radiation-belt modeling
Radiation
belt models

III: Solar energetic
In-situ SEP
particles in the Sunmeasurements in
Earth system
inner
heliosphere

COSPAR/ILWS
Space Weather Science Roadmap
www.nasa.gov
team
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Deployment of new/additional instrumentation,
to add to existing observational resources and to
modeling capabilities to be developed soon:
II: Data-driven dynamic
radiation-belt modeling

Binocular vision
I-1: Quantify activefor the solar
region magnetic structure
corona

Radiation
belt models

for nascent coronal
ejections

III: Solar energetic
In-situ SEP particles in the Sunmeasurements in Earth system

Active-region
cube imaging

inner
heliosphere

I-3: Global corona to drive
models for the solar-wind
plasma and field

Global solar field
models &
observations
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I-2: Solar windmagnetosphereionosphere coupling
inducing strong GICs

Magnetotail-toionosphere
probes

Coordinated
ground-based
networks.

I-4: Quantification
of the state of the
magnetosphere- Auroral imaging
ionosphere system
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International roadmap

COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
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We live in the changing atmosphere of a powerful neighbor:
space weather and its impacts are there all the time!
Domain volume, non-linearities, multi-process and crossscale couplings, and hystereses require focused study
before we can claim understanding and before we can
expect to reliably forecast.
Major advances are possible with moderate investments in
critical, state-of-the-art observations and models, through
inter-agency, inter-national coordination, strengthening the
existing Sun-Earth system observatory.
COSPAR/ILWS Space Weather Science Roadmap
team
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ESA/NASA Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SOHO)
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